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want to make it to the top of the most wanted list? drive like the pros. in the first mission, youll need to sneak up on a target, knock him out, and then steal his car. your driving skills are just as important as the gadgets you equip, so if you dont have any, youll have to steal one. bump your way to the top of the most wanted list. the faster you drive, the more points
youll earn. these points will help you climb the most wanted list. this is a fast-paced, fast-moving game, and your best bet is to upgrade your car to earn more points. the more wanted events are divided into two categories: accomplishments and events. the accomplishments are available at all times. once you complete one, youll receive a reward, and it will help you
move up the most wanted list. the events are unlocked by completing accomplishments and are available in a limited-time event. choose your weapon wisely. you will find yourself in a variety of situations. if youre using a sniper rifle, youre mostly going to play in close quarters with no visibility. if youre using a machine gun, youll need to blast cars from a distance. on

the most wanted list, youll see the cars that have been taken down by the police. you can also see the number of points that have been added to your score. the number of points youre earning is displayed at the top of the screen. need for speed: rivals is the first game in the need for speed franchise to support cross-platform multiplayer. car-to-car and car-to-
infrastructure transfers are supported. on-line functionality is supported in "easy" mode and can be disabled in "hard" mode. the game also supports the use of internet-enabled devices. in-game advertising is supported through need for speed: rivals heat, which allows players to contribute to the game by competing for cash and rewards, which can be redeemed for

game content.
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criterion's first open world racing title, and the first need for speed game to feature a single player career
mode, the game follows a retired street racer named sweet who is drawn back into the world of street racing

after a close friend is murdered. sweet, assisted by a police detective friend, attempts to prove the guilt of the
main suspect, who was exonerated of the crime. it is up to sweet to rescue the main suspect and clear his
name. the game features an open world that features over 30 locations and over 30 different cars. each of

these locations feature multiple challenges, such as speed traps, concrete walls and mirror burnouts. the game
also features three trophies for the player to collect, called the "most wanted" trophies, which are unlocked

when the player completes the most wanted mode. the three trophies are "the devil's in the detail", "the
judge's on the case" and "the last straw". [3] co-driver is a co-op mode that is only available in the wii u release
of need for speed: most wanted (2012). it allows a second player that plays on a wii u gamepad to utilise a fully
interactive map of the title's setting. they can support the first player by adjusting the time and traffic density,
distract police vehicles, and manage their performance modifications. to enable the camera to stay on the road

in multiplayer mode, we use a bit of a hack. we essentially make the vehicles invincible, by setting their
respawnondebris to 0. this gives us a chance to set the player's position to be the vehicle, and keep the camera
on the road. to avoid the camera going off the road when we set the player's position to be the vehicle, we give
it a initialdelay of 100 milliseconds. finally, we set the camera's position to be the vehicle. we also turn off the

bonus objective so that the player has to play the game instead of just watching the race. this is because in the
wii u release of most wanted, co-drivers are not able to see their player's performance. 5ec8ef588b
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